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nosed cases across the services\
in 200·7 compared with. mote
than 9 ,SOO new cases the p:revi'V!1�flINGTON .- The ous year and 1,632 in 2003.
nu111b,�:r2()fUS. troqps with new · Schoomaker attributed the
cases.,p;f post-traumatic stress bigriseovertheyearspartlyto
di�or<l�ijumped oy:roughlyso the fact that officials started an
\,ptrceritty-i2007 amid the. mili- electronic record system in ·
}tary .buildup in Iraq and in- 2004 that c.aptures more infor<creased violence there\and in mation, and to the fact that as
AfghruJis.tan.
time goes on the people keepRecords show roughly ing records are more knowl· ,40,00fftroops have been diag- edgeable about the illness. He
· posed. with the illness, also also blamed increased expo'known· as PTSD, since · 2003; sure of troops to combat.
'Officials believe that many
Factors. increasing troop ex-,
�·m9re are likely keeping their pbsure to combat in 2007. in�
eluded President Bush's troo�
iillness a secret
· '(fafon't think right now we... bui,�dup and the fact th't 2097
;)liave good: numbers," Army . was the most violent. year in
rtsurgeoni General • Eric Schoo- · both conflicts;
mak�r �aid Tuesday. •· .....
Mote troops also were ,serv:.
Defe:tt$e . officials . ·. had · riot ingtheir second, thirdor{()urj:h
previo1.1�ly disclosed the num- tours .of duty, a factor; mental
ber of PTSD cases from Iraq health experts say dramatically
increases stress. And in order
and Afghanistan.
Al'mystatistics showed there to supplyenough forces for the
;Vveten.�arly 14,000 newly diag- buildup, officials also extended
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@

tour lengths to 15 months from ·Afghanistan.
12, another factor that caused
The Army reported more
thani0,000 new cases 1astyear,
extra emotional strain.
Officials- have been encoii- compared with more than
raging troops to g�t help even if 6,80(,) new cases the previous
it means they go ,to civilian·. year.Moretha:µ28,000soldiers
therapists and don't reportit to altogether were diagnosed
with the-disorder over the last
the miUtary.
"We'te. trying :very hard· to five years; the data showed.
.encourage soldiers an.cl famThe Marine .Corps had more
ilies .to seek care and to not· 'than 2,100 new cases in .2007,
h�ve .. them fyel . in any . way,' compared with 1,366 in .2006.
. t, hat we're look- More than 5,000 Marines have
shape or form
ing over their shoulder or that · been diagnosed with PTSD
we're invading their privacy," .since 2003, the data showed. .
Schoomaker told a group of deNavy . officials who would
fense writers.
have data on Marine health isNoting that stigma is a prob- sues did not return a'phone call
lem in American civilian so- seeking to confirm the. num
ciety, notjust the military, he . hers released by{ Schoomaker's
said, "I thiIIK that's . the pre- office.
Schoomaker said he believes
ferred way to do it"
The accounting of diagnosed PTSD is wtdely misunderstood
cases released Tuesday shows bythe press and the public, and
those hardest hit last year were that what is often just normal
Marines and Armypersonnel, post-traumatic anxiety and
the two ground forces. bearing stress is mistaken fot full
the brunt of combat in fraq and · blown PTSD.

E¥perts say many troops
have symptoms Gf stress, such
as nightmares and flashbacks,
and can. get better with early
treatment.
The Pentagon, had previ
ously only given a percentage
qf troops believed affected by
depression, anxiety, stress and
so on, saying up to 20 percent
return home with symptoms of
mental health problems. A re
cent private study estimated
that could mean up to 300,000
of those who've served· have
symptoms;
The Veterans Affairs Depart
ment said recently it has seen
about 120,000 Iraq and Af
ghanistan veterans who have
received at least a preliminary
mental health diagnosis, with
PTSD being the most common
diagnosis at nearly 60,000. An
unpisclosed number of troops
also go to private care providers who ate part of the huge
militruy health,.care system.
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More than 28,000 Army
soldiers who served in Iraq or
Afghanistanhave,been
diagnosed with 'post-traumatic
stress disorder since 2003.

Soldiers with PTSD
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